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Using Svalbard as show case 
of environmental changes in the High Arctic 
-  The State of Environmental Science in Svalbard (SESS) report

SIOS is a consortium of institutions with research infrastructure in and around Svalbard, building bridges across disciplines and national borders.

The Svalbard Integrated Arctic Earth 

Observing System (SIOS) is a 

distributed international research 

infrastructure for Arctic Earth System 

Science, coordinating a regional 

observing system for long-term 

measurements in and around Svalbard.

The annual SESS report summarises the current state of 

Earth System Science in Svalbard, highlights research 

needs, and recommends future investments in the 

Observing System.

The target audience is researchers, policy makers and 

other stakeholders.

Svalbard

An example of the popular science summaries of the SESS report 

The first report was released in 

January 2019 during the SIOS 

Polar Night Week in 

Longyearbyen, Norway. Issue 2 

is due January 2020

Core objectives:

• Interdisciplinary studies

• Harmonised observations

• Interoperable data

• Joint scientific priorities

• Optimised research

     infrastructure

The SESS report leads to:

• Joint prioritisation for future

     investments

• Increased scientific impact

• Efficient use of resources

• Increased international

     cooperation

• New or improved data products

• New research infrastructure

Global relevance of the SESS report:

• Summarises long-term monitoring

     to understand Arctic and global

     changes

• Showcases Svalbard as ideal

     location for monitoring gradients

     and fluxes

• Provides condensed knowledge for

     international decision makers

thickness in Svalbard 2016-2017 

Permafrost plays an important role in the Earth System underlying 25% of the terrestrial parts 

 
 

Russia, Germany, Poland and Norway. These 
boreholes have allowed us to compare the 

Kapp Linne, Barentsburg, Adventdalen 
and Hornsund through the hydrological 
year 2016-2017. We have studied ground 

layer monitoring grids. Svalbard has the 
warmest permafrost this far north. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
Svalbard permafrost temperatures ranged during 
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Permafrost drilling near 
Barentsburg by the Russian 

team led by Dr. Nikita Demidov.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
-

of the archipelago, where the climate is considerably 

characterising permafrost environments in northern 
and eastern parts of Svalbard. Including such areas will 

landscape. 

ground-ice content is a key parameter for assessing the 
response of permafrost landscape to changes in climate. 
Where permafrost contains an abundance of ice, 
warming and thawing will lead to marked geomorphic 

landforms result from the thawing of ice-rich permafrost 

The permafrost borehole sites in Svalbard. Image A was taken during the drilling of the 
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